Your One Source for Outdoor Advertising

Billboard Connection will help deliver your message through the use of outdoor
media anywhere in the U.S., whether it’s through billboards, poster showings, taxi tops,
buses or one of the other forms of outdoor media. You will get the lowest cost per
thousand impressions when you go outdoor!
Billboard Connection acts like your travel agent in that we can book business with any
of the outdoor companies large and small in order to get you the best value. We handle
your design, the production and all of the details for you. And just like your travel agent
we simply receive a small discount from the outdoor companies as our compensation.
So it costs you nothing to have professionals on your side!
Quality service is number one! We will bring to you the highest quality service available
to insure you the easiest way to handle your outdoor advertising. We provide detailed
analysis of an area’s available billboards, gathering data about location, visibility, traffic,
and pricing.
Covering the country - making it easy for you to bring your outdoor message to millions
of potential customers in your area. Or as you increase your market area we can continue
to serve you. In fact, no matter how many markets you grow into we will continue
doing the leg work and much more allowing you to focus on the more important things,
like your business. We will provide all the advantages to you, including consolidated
monthly billing and you only have one company to deal with... Billboard Connection.®

“We are virtually everywhere.”
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Worldwide Exposure

Advertising & Buying Service
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Billboards
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Increase
Sales

Billboards
Your advertising message cannot be turned off or thrown away unopened. Billboards are often used
very successfully for long term advertising campaigns because of their high impact, and broad reach!
Situated on high traffic surface roads and interstates, your advertising message reaches more people
for your money than any other type of media! They are also used to build name awareness, direct
response, and raising your company’s image. Many companies once they have tried billboards as part
of their advertising program keep billboards in their mix and often increase the amount of outdoor
they use year after year!

Rotating Program

Fast direct response
will make your cash
register ring!

These billboards move every two months to different surface road or interstate locations allowing
your message to be seen by entirely different groups of people. The billboards don’t actually move,
they rotate your advertisement to a different billboard.

Permanent Billboard
You can place a billboard on an interstate or surface road that is geographically located so year round
customers will see your advertising message. This is wonderful when you want exposure to the same
group of people, or when using the billboard for directional purposes. Either way billboards can make
it happen for you!

Poster Showings & Bus Shelters
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Get
Noticed
Where
People Work & Play

Poster Showings & Bus Shelters
Poster size billboards and bus shelters are often used for promotions, specials and new
product launches. These are also used very successfully for long term advertising
campaigns because of their inexpensive price, high impact and broad reach! Many
times these are located where traditional billboards are not.

Presence

You are sure to make an
impression with both
pedestrian & vehicle traffic!

With the cost of this type advertising being so inexpensive, you can have many making
it look as though you are everywhere. And gaining the advantages that your message
being seen by different groups of people will bring. So whether you have one or one
hundred, you are sure to get high visibility at the lowest cost!

Transit Buses & Taxis
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Moving
Billboards

Transit Buses & Taxis
This type of outdoor advertising is wonderful for new product launches, specials events or
promotions. They move right where people work and play.

You can advertise on a small or large number getting your message noticed by as much as 90%
of your market!

These ‘Moving Billboards’
turn heads and make
lasting impressions!

With so many choices we can help design the correct number and size ads on these for your
needs. You can do bus kings or queens which run down the sides of the buses all the way to
wrapping the entire thing! You can also wrap the entire taxi or just advertise on the taxi top.

The possibilities are endless! How can you use millions of people seeing your advertisement?

Specialty Media
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Where People
Are Living Life

Mall Kiosks
Mall consumers in the process of making buying decisions are ready to be influenced!

Sports Stadium
The sports stadium is packed for the big game! Before the game, during the game, at half time your ad
will been seen over and over making a lasting impression!

College Campus

Specialty Media takes your
advertising message right to
where people are living life!

The college student is ready to try new brands and make other choices that will stay with them for the
rest of their lives. What a receptive audience for your message!

Movie Theatres
Consumers 18-49 with high disposable income and active lifestyles. If you want to reach them, go to the
movies! The attention of up to 75 MILLION moviegoers every month. No distractions. No flipping
channels or changing stations. Delivering recall more than 4 times higher than television. It’s no wonder
leading marketers are including Cinema Media in their media plans.

Rail, Subway & Airport Dioramas
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Millions of
Commuters

Rail & Subway
The rail systems and subways are packed full of people on their way to work and play!
And Shop!!! What better time to influence their buying decision than while they are in
route to the stores!

Airport Dioramas

The busy commuter always
has to hurry up and wait!
While waiting, millions of
commuters a day can see your
advertising message.

The airline customer usually is in the market for and has a higher disposable income for
more toys, electronic and otherwise! They enjoy looking their best and are always
interested in better products, savings, investments and relaxation! Getting your advertising
message in front of this group can really increase your sales!

